A Brief English Grammar with Illustrations and Diagrams

Grammar For Dummies

A Key to the Exercises Adapted to Murray's English Grammar

Murray's English Grammar Simplified

An Easy English Grammar

The Treasury of Knowledge and Library of Reference: A compendious English grammar

The Elements of English Grammar

The Accidence; Or First Rudiments of English Grammar. Designed for the Use of Young Ladies

The Third Edition, with Very Considerable Additions

Applied English Grammar and composition

Charles Butler's English Grammar (1634)

Contemporary English Grammar Structures & Composition

Weld's English Grammar

An Introduction to an English Grammar: containing I. A compendious way to master any language in the world. II. A particular account of those eastern and northern tongues, grammars of which are not publish'd in the collection to which this attempt belongs III. A dissertation on the Saxon. IV. A grammar of it. Being number X., of the Complete Linguist, etc

The Essentials of English Grammar

High School English Grammar and Composition

Key English Grammar

The royal English grammar

The seventh edition

English Grammar, Adapted to the Different Classes of Learners

An outline of English grammar for the use of schools

English Grammar

A Teachers' Manual of English Grammar and Analysis

Primary School English Grammar and Composition

International Business English Video Video VHS PAL

English Grammar and Composition

A practical English Grammar

English Grammar Past and Present in Three Parts

The First Lines of English Grammar

Adhunik Bharatacha Itihas

An introduction to English grammar, on universal principles

Easy English Grammar

The English Scholar Compleat: Containing An English Grammar Compos'd for the Use of an English School, Etc

General English Grammar

Manual of English Grammar and Composition

English Grammar, adapted to the different classes of learners

First American edition

Covell's Digest of English Grammar

English Grammar
This book has been written to meet the widespread demand for a modern approach to English Grammar and composition. It represents a synthesis of the traditional and structural methods of teaching English Grammar. The book will serve as a textbook for High.
The video contains three dramatized business stories, two documentaries and two sequences of interviews with professionals about their day-to-day working lives.

Improve the writing and speaking skills you use everyday Graceless with grammar? Perplexed by punctuation? Have no fear! This second Australian edition of English Grammar For Dummies explains everything from basic sentence structure to the finer points of grammar. Packed with expert advice, this book will help you to communicate more effectively and make the right impression every time. Structure sentences correctly — learn everything from making verbs agree to understanding clauses. Avoid and fix common mistakes — find out how to revise the things your grammar checker underlines. Punctuate like a professional — explore the correct use of commas, apostrophes, colons, semicolons and dashes. Polish your writing style — discover how good grammar and good style go hand in hand. Open the book and find:

Ways to accessorise with adjectives and adverbs
Tips for pairing the correct pronoun with the noun
Advice about how to use numerals in documents
Hints for writing emails and slide presentations
Explanations of errors missed by spell checkers

Learn to: Improve your writing and editing
Understand and apply grammar rules
Avoid common errors
Connect grammar with style
It is one of the bestselling books on Modern Indian History covering the
time line from 1707 to the modern times. The book covers the entire
gamut in a very unique style- it mentions not only factual data about
various topics but also provides information about different
interpretations put forth by Western and Indian historians, with an
integrated analysis. This makes the book equally useful for
undergraduate students of History and aspirants appearing for various
competitive examinations.

Key English Grammar is a two book series especially written for Junior
and lower Secondary school level pupils in the Caribbean.

Primary School English Grammar & Composition (PSEGC) and Middle
School English Grammar & Composition (MSEGC) is a set of two books
designed to be used as a prequel to the highly popular English grammar
PSEGC and MSEGC provide ample guidance and practice in sentence
building, correct usage, comprehension, composition and other related
areas so as to equip the learners with the ability to communicate
effectively in English.
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